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I’m not usually one for clichés, but after five years of hurt
and pain for our industry, it really is a case of ‘when the going
gets tough, the tough get going’.
Recent years have seen our industry buffeted by
downturn, credit crunch, recession, migrating revenues, loss
of valued colleagues, loss of profits and, at times, a loss in
the belief of the Power of of the Press thanks to the fall-out
from the phone hacking controversy and the subsequent
Leveson Inquiry. But we are a resilient industry that has
weathered many financial, political and technological storms
in our 300-year history – and emerged from them a little
battle-scarred but much wiser and a great deal tougher.
That’s why the focus for The 2013 Newspaper Awards is on
celebrating success at a time that our industry will record as
one of the toughest in its history.
Judges of the 2013 Newspaper Awards and those who
watched the on-screen presentation of these, the 17th annual
accolades, witnessed that there is ample evidence that the
news publishing sector is tough, robust, resilient and has
great strength. It is fighting back; it knows that investment
in quality is key – quality reproduction, quality printing and,
most importantly, quality content.
Here in the UK our industry runs off the world’s leading
presses which are operated by professionals whose training
and expertise are second to none. And we provide quality
journalism and content in order for our printed products to
prosper alongside all that is cutting edge in our electronic
offerings. The numbers of people buying, receiving, reading,
and listening to the news, web browsing, and viewing our
news media brands is higher than ever before in history.
Consumption of news is a growing industry, although our
ability to monetise those brands has not yet risen fast enough
to avoid the pain that has been inflicted over the past almost
five years since the 2007 ‘downturn’.
While new ways of consuming news round the clock are
emerging on an almost daily basis, it is clear that our industry
is not sitting on its hands when it comes to driving new ways
of producing news – both in print and online.
The 21st century UK newspaper printing landscape

is changing fast and has seen almost 40 printing plants
disappear off the map in the UK and Ireland in the past five
years as publishers have contracted out to bigger, faster,
more efficient third party presses that display some amazing
fire power. This evolution in our industry’s heritage should
not be seen as a sign of submission in the face of financial
storms - far from it. The Printed Innovation category was
one of the two strongest in this year’s Newspaper Awards,
alongside Digital Innovation. If that’s not a good omen for
the future of our industry, then what is?
Judges were amazed at the array of innovative, creative
and commercial implementations of both print and on-line.
Digital innovation is where much of our future success will
come from, adding to the picture of the evolving industry,
growing in strength and quality and reinforcing its role as a
key part of a democratic Britain. We may be battered, but
we are unbowed and we will continue to feed the nation’s
hunger for news with the best quality printed and digital
products in the world.
As chairman of the judging panel, I should like to thank,
on behalf of the Awards team, the 12 hugely busy industry
executives who gave up two days of their time to assist
with the process – to scrutinise 1,000 newspaper copies and
digital entries was a challenging ask. Also, huge thanks to the
remote panel of Digital News Service judges who assessed
the record level of entries this year.
Thanks are also due to all the sponsors, and in particular
Fujifilm, our headline sponsor, which also provided facilities
for judging. An event like this cannot happen without such
support.
Despite the challenges that inevitably lie ahead, our
extraordinary industry has the vision, the technology and
the skills to prosper. With improving performances across
the news publishing sector, reduced costs, growing digital
audiences and revenues and, in many areas, stabilising
newspaper sales, the future is bright, colourful and
multi-platformed.
Gary Cullum, editor and publisher, PJ

The Judges

The 2013 Newspaper Awards judging panel. Back row, from left: Peter Mulcahy, newspaper production manager, Guardian News &
Media; Steve Wickwar, operations director, Mortons Media Group; James Harris, general manager, Trinity Mirror Printing, Reading;
Dan Barber, head of creative, The Independent and ‘i’; Sam Duncan-Brown, head of innovation, dmg media; Alistair Gay,
production director, Newsquest Glasgow; Roger Davies, director of group services and IT, Johnston Press; Paul Hood, digital
director, Archant. Front: Steve Smith, operations development manager, NI Operations, News International; Fiona Morris, trustee,
The Printing Charity; Gary Cullum chairman of judges; Dean Baker, operations manager, Financial Times, Dominic Fitzpatrick,
managing director, Irish News and Interpress (NI)

The 2013 Newspaper Awards Digital News Service judges (l-r) Alan Geere, international editorial consultant; John Meehan, owner,
Meehan Media & Comms; Madhav Chinnappa, head of strategic partnerships, Google News & Magazines EMEA;
Justin Hall, chief strategic officer, CIRRUS1; Nic Newman, digital strategist; John Mills, researcher and lecturer at the Media
Innovation Studio, UCLan
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The best of the best
We are delighted to congratulate the 2013 winner and salute
their contribution to the future success of newspapers.
The Fujifilm Grand Prix is awarded to the newspaper,
publisher or printer whose entry gained the most judging
points in a single category, an award which Fujifilm is
immensely proud to support.

To find out more visit
www.fuji.co.uk/gs
or email marketing.fgs@fuji.co.uk

POWER TO SUCCEED
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Fujifilm Grand Prix
“The Best of the Best”

The Grand Prix is simple. The entry that has garnered
the highest number of points and first places awarded
by judges in a single category wins. Simply put, the
Grand Prix goes to the very best of the best in The 2013
Newspaper Awards.
This year’s winner of the Grand Prix is given for Printed
Innovation of the Year and is awarded to Guardian Print
Centre for a simple idea, extremely well executed and
which has already proven to be a commercial success for
Guardian News & Media.
The Bookmark can be an external wrap or an inside
page – with great flexibility to enable a part page, double
page or ’reduced’ four page wrap.
The concept, originally shown by manroland at Drupa
in 2010, posed a number of technological challenges, the
biggest hurdle of which was to stop water being applied
to the area of the plate where there was no paper while
providing sufficient damp to the remainder of the plate
to ensure excellent print quality. And when this was
achieved on the company’s London presses, the same had
to be produced again in Manchester to ensure the project
could be taken forward for the full national Guardian or
Observer print runs.
Once these were overcome, The Bookmark quickly
took off. Within a few months of conception it was going
as a live product in a national run of The Guardian and,
subsequently, Observer newspapers.
The viability of The Bookmark has been well placed
with Halifax Bank, which has eagerly used the distinctive
ad-strip feature. The Hugo Boss 4-page bookmark
wrap has proved an incredible success. The very first
insertion more than paid for the investment and for each
subsequent one the company gets between 200 per cent
and 600 per cent returns – per ad!
What the Judges said:
“Excellent execution of multi-width webs on the run”
“So simple, but so effective”
“Excellent colour across sections”
“A true innovation that engages the reader and makes a real impact”
“Excellent potential for advertisers”
“Great offering for advertisers to differentiate from ROP ads”
“Really clever”
“A really fresh approach. Fantastic extension of advertising solutions”
“A truly unique advertising tool”
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Newspaper Printer of the Year
The Agfa Premier Award

Again this year, as in 2012, the judges were presented
with an incredibly strong field of submissions and
unanimously acknowledged the exceptionally high
standard demonstrated throughout the category. In order
to establish consistent production quality across three
different newspaper titles from a printer or publisher’s
portfolio, the judges were forensic in their examination of
the submissions.
Despite, as one judge commented, there being
some ‘truly excellent examples of the finest quality
printing on the table… judging is not going to be easy’;
intense scrutiny finally produced a winner in this highly
prestigious category.
Winner: Newsprinters – The Times, The Sunday
Times, The Daily Telegraph
The judges agreed that Newsprinters had shown remarkable
consistency across multiple presses and print centres, with one judge
commenting that ‘the consistency of quality across the titles was a
credit to the efforts and resources deployed across the company.’ The
judges were unanimous in their praise of Newsprinters’ print and colour
consistency with one judge remarking that all the copies submitted
were near faultless, even though each issue of the three titles
submitted was printed on a different press across three printing plants.’

Highly Commended
Archant Print (Angling Times, Garden News, MCN) ‘Supreme quality
printing with fine detail that brings images to life. The attention given
throughout the whole production process really pays off!’

Commended
Guardian Print Centre (The Guardian Weekly, The Observer, The
Guardian) ‘Excellent consistency and great colour.’
Interpress NI (The Irish News, Independent ‘i’, The Impartial
Reporter) ‘Punchy graphics and consistency in all areas.’.
Mortons Print - Horncastle (Hull Daily Mail, Home Extra, Church
Times) ‘Clean, crisp printing.’
St Clements Press (Financial Times) ‘Beautiful. Consistent quality
throughout.’ ‘Could have gained extra points with a full portfolio.’
Trinity Mirror Printing Watford (‘i’, The Daily Mirror, Ireland’s
Sunday Independent) ‘Good punchy images, no hint of showthrough.’
West Ferry Printers (Daily Star, Daily Express) ‘Bright, vibrant colour
and clean copy.’
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PRINTED INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
The UPM Premier Award

In this brand new category judges were looking for entries
that demonstrated the most innovative, creative or
commercial implementation of print for newspapers.
Entries could be either newspapers, supplements or
standalone initiatives used to enhance a newspaper’s
performance. The submissions included some ingenious
new innovations which required the judging panel to
unfold, unwrap, scratch and sniff the titles on offer. The
panel was impressed by the ingenuity and creativity
displayed by many of the submissions and their obvious
commercial benefits.
Winner: Guardian PRINT CENTRE – The Bookmark
The Guardian’s Bookmark managed to get the judges very excited and
provoked the comment that’s addressed to most great new
ideas –‘Why has no-one thought of this before?’ The panel agreed that
The Bookmark was a clever, beautifully simple innovation that would
hold huge appeal for its advertisers. ‘So simple… but so effective’ said
one judge, succinctly echoing the thoughts of the entire panel.

Highly Commended
Trinity Mirror Printing Midlands – XXL broadsheet posters
‘Fabulous high-impact content that makes use of its extended format.
What a great way to use available press time to produce less time
sensitive products. Innovation combined with commercial know-how.’

CommendED
The Daily Telegraph – MemoScent sticker ‘A valuable commercial
innovation. A first for the Telegraph and the industry.’
Mortons of Horncastle/Hull Daily Mail – tanslucent wrap
‘This is a bold and innovative use of an advertising tool, especially for a
regional paper.’
Racing Pocket Post ‘A great complementary product… handy, helpful
and well produced.’
Webprint (Ireland) – double panoramic poster ‘A great idea with
undoubted commercial opportunities.’
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another
time.
another
print.

Print is always on the move. In dynamic, changing
markets, printing companies always need to adapt to
new conditions. This is manroland web systems’ focus:
You, your business, and your future. You can expect us
to show new perspectives having the entire value chain
in mind. Expect integrated solutions for successful
business models. manroland web systems GmbH,
Augsburg.

www.manroland-web.com
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National Newspaper of the Year
The manroland web systems Premier Award

The judging criteria in this prestigious category was
excellence in production and customer appeal, supported
by strong sales and distribution figures that reflected
ongoing success in today’s economically challenging
climate.
It was a close-fought contest with judges praising
the editorial content, superlative design, use of colour
and photography displayed by the strongest contenders.
Printing quality was also closely scrutinised with judges
reporting that, although production values varied over
the range of submissions, the entries vying for first place
displayed consistently impressive results.
Winner: The Daily Telegraph
As one judge succinctly commented, ‘The Telegraph has become a
by-word for quality in the newspaper world.’ It was deemed to be a
‘consistently excellent product’ with judges acknowledging its superb
design, attractive layout and stunning photography. The panel was
equally impressed by the consistency of the Telegraph’s print quality –
‘Very high production quality throughout…a great package.’

Highly Commended
Financial Times A very close second. ‘This newspaper showcases
fantastic go-to financial journalism, great layouts and stunning
production values. A great value package printed very consistently’.

Commended
‘i’ ‘Phenomenally well-received – as evidenced by its ABC circulation.’
Irish Examiner ‘Loaded with news. Creative and impactful front
pages.’
Metro ‘Re-design has freshened up this paper which is a fantastic
all-rounder managing to cater for all readers.’
The Times ‘Excellent production values. Superb content and a great
layout in a tabloid format.’
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Redefine your print operation

New economies in production, through automation and
expanded press utilization

Revitalize your product offering

Innovations to enhance your capabilities through product
differentiation and value-added features

Rethink, re-purpose, re-invent...

Bring new life to your existing equipment with services,
upgrades and technology enhancements designed to
keep you running
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Regional Newspaper of the Year
The Goss International Premier Award

Circulation was a key criterion for the judging panel
as it was required to assess not only print quality over
consecutive issues but also the commercial success of the
publication based on sales and distribution figures.
The panel was also looking to identify publications that
demonstrated a strong, engaging role in their communities
and offered their readership good value for money. The
category is split into two awards.
Winner OVER 25,000: London Evening Standard
‘A redesign, a change in ownership…The Standard has taken it all
forward and created a very appealing package.’ Judges praised its
production values and printing quality whilst acknowledging its success
in ‘serving an extended community with remarkably relevant and lively
content.’

Joint Highly Commended OVER 25,000
Hull Daily Mail ‘A good, well-presented newspaper with great local
coverage. Near flawless production and sound ABC performance’.
Express & Star ‘An amazing wealth of news – absolutely packed with
stories. Great format and exceptional value’.

Commended OVER 25,000
The Irish News ‘With admirably consistent printing, this paper is well
designed with a pleasing feel and look.’
The News (Portsmouth) ‘A well balanced newspaper with great
content.’
Yorkshire Post ‘Always well-designed and printed…an engaging read
that uses its broadsheet format well.’
Yorkshire Evening Post ‘An excellent example of a regional evening
newspaper.’

Winner UNDER 25,000: Cambridge News
As one judge remarked, the Cambridge News was ‘the highest quality
print on the table in this category.’ The publication was also praised for
its strong community-based campaigns and compelling ‘newsy’ layout.

Highly Commended UNDER 25,000
Dorset Echo ‘Great front pages which really pull you inside, punchy
headlines and stunning production values.’

Commended UNDER 25,000
Grimsby Telegraph ‘A good layout and well produced.’
Ipswich Star ‘Engaging, vibrant…a credit to the editorial team.’
News & Star (Carlisle) ‘Well produced and clean with great attention
to detail. Really fresh and bright.’
North West Evening Mail ‘Brilliant use of front page... story teasers
that really pull you in.’
Oldham Evening Chronicle ‘A great mix of local news supported by
good use of graphics’.
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We mAke decISIoNS
WIth tomorroW
IN mINd.
At Resolute Forest Products, we have chosen a path that leads to a
sustainable future. We have third-party certified 100% of our managed
woodlands to sustainable forest management standards. We have
made significant strides forward in the efficient use of fiber and
energy, as well as in the development of environmentally responsible
products. And we know we can do even better. We have stepped
up the pace, identifying ambitious new objectives for responsible
fiber sourcing, action on climate change, product stewardship and
stakeholder relations.
To learn more about our committment to sustainability, visit
resolutefp.com/Sustainability.
Proud Sponsor of the 2013 International Newspaper of
the Year Award.
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International Newspaper of the Year
The Resolute Forest Products Premier Award

A fascinating category to judge, and a diverse one.
Titles were submitted from the Far East and South
America as well as Europe and the UK. Yet again there
were some very strong contenders and overall the
standard was extremely high with most of the papers
scoring exceptionally well on design, layout and use of
photography and illustration. With such a strong field, it
was scrutiny of the finer production values such as paper
choice, registration and ink densities that produced a
winner. Yet again many of the Northern European titles
topped the list but, as in previous years, much praise was
given to several of the Latin American titles for some
beautifully designed and impactful layouts.
Winner: Welt am Sonntag (Germany)
A worthy winner in the most closely contested of categories, a
‘beautifully designed’ publication, and ‘what a great package’ was the
almost unanimous reaction from the judges who praised its exciting
front pages, excellent use of illustration, brave use of white space and
superb colour reproduction and printing. ‘What a fantastic publication
– it just can’t be faulted!’

Highly Commended
Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung (Germany) Last
year’s winner and a very close second this year. ‘Fabulous design,
reproduction and printing. It screams quality.’

Commended
Correrio Braziliense (Brazil) ‘Beautiful visualisation of topics and
bold use of white space’.
Donaukurier (Germany) ‘Clean, simple and well-produced.’
The Guardian Weekly ‘A strong editorial product well presented.’
Rheinische Post (Germany) ‘Superbly printed – even ink weights and
perfect registration.’
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www.aktrion.com
email: Info@aktrion.com
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Weekend Newspaper of the Year
The Aktrion Award

Entries were welcomed from both regional and national
weekend publications and judges were pleased to see that
in terms of design, content and production quality, some
of the regionals were ‘up there’ with the bigger budget
nationals. The panel also observed the continuing ‘surge
of the Saturdays’ – titles that are continuing to compare
extremely favourably with the Sunday packages.
However, they all agreed that whichever day of the
weekend they represented, all the publications on the
table offered fantastic value for money. Adjectives such
as ‘stunning’, ‘flawless’ and ‘superb’ were applied to this
outstanding line-up of entries. One of the most closely
contested categories of the year with only two points
separating the top three.
Winner: The Sunday Times
‘Faultless… a true weekend paper’ was one judge’s summation. The
Sunday Times was hailed as a superb package with great editorial that
offered fantastic value for money. ‘A really well designed, well printed
package with enough reading to get you through the entire week’. It
was also praised for its consistency in every area – content, production
values, print quality and its continued circulation success.

Joint Highly Commended
The Sunday Telegraph ‘A stunning all-round package. Great editorial,
a beautifully presented newspaper which shouts quality.’
FT Weekend ‘Distinctive, upmarket design and sharp journalism with
fantastic magazines.’

Commended
The Daily Telegraph (Saturday) ‘An outstanding package that offers
almost unbeatable value.’
The Independent on Sunday ‘Small but perfectly formed!’
Sunday Sun (Teesside) ‘A huge volume of local content with fantastic
community-based campaigns.’
Weekend Yorkshire Post ‘Crisp, clean, interesting and unbelievably
well-priced.’
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Newspaper APP of the Year
The PCS Award

iPads at the ready and presented with a great line-up of
some highly innovative apps, the judges had a lot of fun
with this category. In between the navigating, scrolling
and interacting, they were tasked with deciding on the
most innovative, easy to navigate and content-packed
app that also succeeded in enhancing its print product.
The panel was genuinely impressed with the levels of
technology employed, the amount of information being
made available and the quality of the interactive graphics.
Winner: Racing Post ipad app
First past the post – the judges loved it. ‘A fantastic app that uses
digital platforms really cleverly to supplement and complement the
print offering.’ The judges were in no doubt as to the huge appeal it
holds for racing fans – ‘A real betting haven and one that will appeal
hugely to its core audience… an absolute must for racing fans.’ An
odds-on favourite with the majority of the judges.

Highly Commended
London24 app ‘A brilliant, highly innovative concept which is
beautifully excecuted. A true digital solution packed with easy to use
apps. This is a bold move into new territory and an enabler for new
revenue streams.’

Commended
First News+ ‘A lovely interactive experience which seamlessly
dovetails the digital and printed word.’
The Guardian/Observer iPad edition ‘Marvellous layout and use of
images and text. Works well on every level.’
Metro tablet ‘Nice, simple, clear snapshot of Metro news….like an
expresso shot.’
The Scotsman tablet app ‘Nice layout of articles with clever use of
graphics.’
The Times iPad app ‘Excellent navigation and clear delivery.’
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wrh marketing…

ferag…

Eloquent words need elegant printing.
We congratulate all newspaper award winners.
All the best for the future.

The richer and more varied the media world, the more
important the printed word. Communicative people
enjoy topical, informative and entertaining news
papers and magazines. All the more so in our virtual
age. We wish all newspapers continuing success.
With publications that appeal to readers and advertis
ers with their wit, intelligence and sophistication.

WRH Marketing UK Ltd
6, Stansted Courtyard
Parsonage Road
Essex, UK
CM22 6PU
Phone +44 (0)1279 635 657
Fax +44 (0)1279 445 666
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WEEKLY NEWSPAPER of the year
The WRH Marketing, Ferag Award

Again this year, the Weekly Newspaper category attracted
the largest number of entries reflecting the hugely
important role they play in the industry and within their
communities. High quality presentation and production
skills combined with good local content and evidence of
customer appeal headed the list of criteria. The judges
were uniformly impressed by the amount, and quality,
of local news-reporting and editorial content and were
pleased to see high levels of community engagement
across most of the titles. In a difficult category where
newspapers strive for differentiation, it was the titles that
broke away from their page templated rivals that took top
prize.
Winner: Cumberland & Westmorland Herald
‘Engaging, varied, interesting and visually impactful’ and ‘absolutely
jam-packed with news… it really stands out from the pack’. These
were just a couple of the comments from the panel which expressed
genuine admiration for the density of its highly-detailed local news
and comment. ‘An excellent weekly newspaper packed with local
interest news for all age groups… it really involves and engages its
community.’ Narrowly beat last year’s winner into top spot.

Highly Commended
The Cumberland News ‘This may look and feel like a national but
it’s a real local newspaper. What a great package for just 90 pence.
Compelling local news which is nicely balanced with advertising.’

Commended
Hampshire Chronicle ‘Outstanding use of the broadsheet format.
Good cross-referencing with its digital platform.’
The Scarborough News ‘Its contemporary design sets it apart from
other weeklies.’
West Sussex Gazette ‘An impressive product with good news
content.’
The Wokingham Times ‘Lovely, clean design… elegant and
restrained.’
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Who has the industry experts dedicated to giving you sustainable
solutions as well as added value to
improve your impact and audience?
We do.
As the world’s foremost producer of inks, pigments
and colour technology, Sun Chemical is leading
our industry in developing and producing products
which minimize our impact – and our customers’
impact – on the environment and we strive to maximise
the use of renewable resources. We consider it our
responsibility to be involved in the communities in
which we live and work and to offer direction in meeting today’s needs without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet theirs.
Sun Chemical brings the expertise of specialists to the
whole publication market, offering bespoke solutions
to improve your daily business.
www.sunchemical.com

working for you.
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coldset colour Supplement of the Year
The Sun Chemical Award

The criteria in this category was twofold: the supplement
should demonstrate solid production values whilst also
enhancing the parent newspaper and standing alone
in its own right. The entries varied enormously in terms
of product quality although some were exceptional and
succeeded in meeting all the criteria. The judges, quite
literally, put all the publications under the microscope and
closely inspected reproduction, ink density, trimming and
stock grammage. Many of the submissions were praised for
their vibrant design, bold, colourful imagery and high visual
impact.
Winner: TV Magazine (The Sun)
‘Superb’ was the adjective applied to TV Magazine’s layout, colour
consistency and content. ‘It feels like a magazine…bright, bold content
that offers much more than most TV supplements.’ The panel judged
it to be a really vibrant, well-designed supplement that understands its
audience. ‘A great example of what can be achieved at high-speed with
full colour.’

Highly Commended
Travel (The Daily Telegraph) ‘Marvellous use of panoramic double-page
spreads in broadsheet format. Great quality printing and challenging
content’.

Commended
Best of Liverpool (Liverpool Echo) ‘Lively, interesting … excellent
production standards.’
The Herald Magazine (The Herald, Glasgow) ‘A joy to judge with
excellent content and design that makes the absolute best of the
printing process.’
Holidays and Getaways (Sunday Mirror) ‘Stands out… good printing
and colour consistency.’
Life (The Sunday Telegraph) ‘Well printed, good layout and great colour.’
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Mind blowing
When it comes to impressive statistics, our three
new printing sites take some beating.
Across the three sites, there are 19 state-of-theart MAN Roland triple width presses – each the
height of four double decker buses – producing an
impressive 86,000 full colour newspapers an hour.
Broxbourne, on a site that’s equivalent in size
to 23 football pitches, is the world’s largest
newspaper manufacturing plant. Eurocentral
houses the largest printing press installed
anywhere in the world, capable of running
288 tabloid pages in full colour straight. And
Knowsley, strategically positioned in the North
West, houses five brand new presses.
The Newsprinters mission is clear – to be the best
newspaper manufacturer in the world. Why not
contact us and let us prove it.

dennis.jones@newsint.co.uk
www.newsprinters.co.uk
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Niche Market Newspaper of the Year
The Newsprinters Award

Due to its diversity this was, as ever, a difficult category
to judge with the panel agreeing that there were many
excellent entries. Subject matter ranged from cage birds,
classic cars and coastlines to farming, fishing and football.
Judges debated each publication’s appeal to its readers
and its success in engaging them. In the interests of
fairness, the panel also endeavoured to take individual
budgetary constraints into consideration. Ultimately, with
such diversity on the table the panel focused on the
criteria of serving each title’s ‘niche’ audience along with
sheer quality and high production values in order to select
a winner. The category was declared ‘a sheer delight to
judge’ by one of the panel.
Winner: MCN
‘Outstanding design, fantastic use of images and a clever commercial
execution.’ The judges were in almost unanimous agreement that
MCN (Motorcycle News) ticked all the niche publication boxes. Many
praised its stylish design for some wonderful content, along with great
use of photographs whilst those judges scrutinising ink weights and
showthrough, declared its production values and printing quality to be
impressively consistent.

Highly Commended
TMX ‘Great content, amazing use of photography and a high quality
print job.’

Commended
Cage & Aviary Birds ‘Good layout, well produced and very colourful.
Wonderfully suited to its subject matter.’
Farmers Guardian ‘Nice editorial layout - easy to read and faultless
production values.’
Fishing News ‘Great photographs and excellent newsprint stock –
light and bright.’
The Guardian Weekly ‘A fantastic digest of the world’s news in a well
thought-out package.’
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“It’s back to the future with the digital newspapers
available in offset-comparable quality”

Magical
Digital
Technology

“It’s back to the future
with the digital newspapers
available in offset-comparable
quality”
This is how media commentator and former national
newspaper editor David Banks described how colour printed
copies of tomorrow’s The Australian can now be read in
Britain today...

“It’s back to the future with the
digital newspapers available in offsetcomparable quality.”
Did you know:
• Stroma is the UK’s only commercial digital newspaper
producer and operates a complete front-to-end service,
including distribution
• Prints personalised colour copies of some of the world’s

Stroma: Steve Brown,

major international newspapers here in London

0208 867 7770

• Almost 40 million digital newspapers have been produced

steve@stromaltd.co.uk

globally using world-leading systems from Océ, a Canon

Océ: Chris Aked,

Group Company, the latest on its pioneering inkjet Jet-

0870 600 5544

Stream systems

chris.aked@oce.com
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DIGITAL INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
The Océ Award

A fascinating category where judges were tasked with
finding the year’s most exciting digital innovation. This
is obviously a rapidly expanding market where new
innovations appear on an almost daily basis. Whilst
looking for submissions that displayed truly innovative
solutions, the panel also demanded proof that the digital
contribution remained true to the brand’s core values and
offered a real alternative experience for the consumer.
And many did. Amongst the submissions there were some
outstanding examples of how print and e-commerce can
co-exist to enhance the reader experience.
Winner: Racing Post - app
Again, the Racing Post was way ahead of the field. ‘Perfectly enhances
the printed product and expands it. …delivers exactly what it should’.
The app was top of nearly all the judges’ score-cards and was praised
for its creativity, great features and clever interactive options. The
judges agreed that this was an essential betting tool supported by the
best betting related content available. ‘An excellent, highly innovative
digital product. This is the commercial model to follow.’

Highly Commended
Metro – mobile first ‘An innovative approach with superb content.
All digital platforms catered for and providing a very good basis for the
future. The user experience is truly excellent.’

Commended
The Guardian – mobile website ‘A great product. The Guardian
never disappoints.’
Independent Voices – newspaper comment for the digital era
‘Lovely use of tools to generate engagement.’
The Sunday Times – Style Hotlist ‘A bold and brilliant e-commerce
site.’
Worldcrunch – selecting, translating and editing content from
foreign language news outlets ‘A brilliantly innovative newssourcing site’.
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ENERGIZING BUSINESS WITH TOP
AND BOTTOM LINE GROWTH

YELLOW

CHANGES EVERYTHING
Kodak’s
print

publishing
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Digitally Printed Newspaper of the Year
The Kodak Award

The judges were hugely impressed with the quality of the
submissions in this category, open to all UK, European and
international digitally printed papers, and acknowledged
that a number of the titles represented superb examples
of what can be achieved with the digital process. To
assist in choosing a winner, the judging criteria allowed
for newspapers and associated products to be printed by
any digital print process, using any substrate or material.
The judges had particular praise for the newspapers
which could demonstrate a clear commercial strategy for
their digitally printed product. Quality of design, colour
reproduction and printing were taken as read.
Winner:
The Sunday Times (Miller Newsprint, Malta)
Many of the judges heaped praise on The Sunday Times digitally
printed edition for its superb print quality. ‘This is the first time I’ve
been hard pushed to spot any difference between traditional litho
and digital’ commented one very impressed judge ‘fantastic colour
management and amazing quality.’ ‘Extremely well-presented and very
close, in terms of quality, to the domestic product. Highly impressive
and sound commercial reasoning behind the digital product.’

Highly Commended
Racing Pocket Post (Stroma, London) ‘Sharp and clean with
beautifully punchy colour. An excellent product. Designed to generate
revenue and profit from casual race-goer sale, exploit and promote the
brand and combat competition. A unique niche product, produced at
speed.

Commended
Borsen (Stroma, London) ‘Fantastic quality. Good layout enhanced by
its paper grade.’ Speed of production puts it on the breakfast table by
7.30am. A proven and now expanding business model.
The Daily Telegraph (Miller Newsprint, Tenerife) ‘A very impressive
product. Well laid-out with good colour reproduction.’
Svenska Dagbladet (Stroma, London) ‘Clean and well thought-out.’
The Times (Miller Newsprint, Nicosia) ‘Great reproduction – very
close to the litho copy. ’Sound editorial reasoning for this digitally
produced title.’
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The KBA RotaJET 76 represents a new concept in web-fed inkjet presses for
high-volume applications where performance, quality and cost efficiency are key.
Our strength in newspaper applications means that we understand what really
counts in the emerging marketplace – and RotaJET 76 combines our acclaimed
expertise in press engineering with the in-depth digital printing experience
of a global print media group to deliver precisely that!
KBA presses don't just print the news, KBA presses ARE the news.
Give us a call to learn more.
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THE ENVIRONMENT AWARD
The KBA Award

This award recognises initiatives designed to improve
a newspaper’s environmental performance or that
champions environmental awareness and activity amongst
its readers. Judges were looking for novel and innovative
approaches which promote the environmental credentials
of today’s newspapers by capitalising on the unique
properties of print.
Due to the broad nature of the category, the
Environment Award attracted a remarkably diverse range
of submissions so size of budget and available resources
were taken into account and balanced against the scale
and success of the projects, resulting in a closely-fought
battle for first place.
Winner:
Guardian News & Media – Volunteering Week
‘A hugely impressive staff volunteering scheme - this is what all papers
should be doing,’ said the judges whilst agreeing that the scheme
was extremely well co-ordinated, communicated and implemented. It
was, in the words of one judge ‘A first class example of business giving
back to the local community, helping people in a practical way to
improve their lives’. They also praised Guardian News & Media for its
consistency – ‘delivering innovative local community initiatives year
after year.’

Highly Commended
Harmsworth Printing (Thurrock) – Rainwater harvesting
‘Brilliant environmental work delivering ongoing benefits. This is
a stand-out entry demonstrating a high level of environmental
awareness. Clearly a labour of love that is so much more than a box
ticking exercise.’

Commended
Evening Times (Glasgow) – Streets Ahead campaign ‘Excellent
local community involvement.’
Newsprinters – Environmental Group ‘A great top-down scheme
that ensures awareness throughout the business’.
West Ferry Printers (London) – Press removal project ’Looking at
an old problem in a really fresh way.’
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DIGITAL NEWS SERVICE OF THE YEAR
The Press Ahead Award

Another ‘cracking’ year for this category, where news
media outlets are really being seen to flex their muscles
in terms of innovation and creativity. As in previous years,
some of the industry’s big hitters have been pitted against
much smaller sites which despite their size have really
held their own in the face of far greater budgets.
The judges noted that this year’s entries saw regional
publishers in particular seeking to use social media and
community to drive editorial output and to hone an
identity across multiple platforms. Due to the record
level of entries, this category was highly challenging to
judge but ‘very interesting and informative’. As one judge
succinctly put it ‘there’s some really great stuff out there.’
Winner: guardian.co.uk
‘Still leading the way in innovation and interaction and the benchmark
for all digital news services’ said one judge. On the mobile front, The
Guardian delivered the best UK newspaper implementation yet of
responsive design. ‘An unwaivering commitment to the very best
content and a commendable commitment to openness’ pulled The
Guardian to the top of the pile once again.

Highly Commended
huffingtonpost.co.uk ‘This truly modern news service has had a
meteoric rise from launch, with compelling content and outstanding
use of social media. Huff has entered the UK market with a BANG and
has swiftly become a household name’.

Commended
belfasttelegraph.co.uk ‘With digital now accounting for a sizeable
contribution to the company’s profits, this site showcases high-quality
content with a close eye on commercial opportunities’.
kentishtowner.co.uk ‘Exhibiting a very nimble approach, this site’s
hyperlocal approach has paid off both editorially and from a business
perspective.’
metro.co.uk ‘Metro’s on the Move strategy is enabling it to reach
more readers across a range of mobile devices. It is building a loyal user
base that will reap dividends for years to come.’
theexeterdaily.co.uk ‘A brave, innovative and ambitious attempt to
build a new, local digital news model.’
thesundaytimes.co.uk ‘This site has a robust strategy for
building digital subscriptions which is achieving impressive and
encouraging results.’
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news photograph of the year
The Getty Images Award

Now in its second year after a comeback in 2012 as a
revised category, the photography award had simple
criteria that judges said could easily follow the old adage
that a picture was worth a thousand words. Not only
did it have to justify its size and position on the page
but it had to tell the story, in a clear, concise way, and
substantially enhance quality journalism and the reader’s
appetite for instant news at a glance. ‘Emotive, anguish,
relief, powerful, harrowing’ were just some of the words
judges used to describe some of the best entries under
scrutiny. There was a huge variety of photos on show from
the joy of the Olympics gold medals for team GB to the
desperation of war-torn Somalia.
A growing category, with twice the number of entries
than in 2012, a number of entries stood head and
shoulders above the others.
Winner: The Sunday Times (John Cantlie)
John Cantlie’s harrowing photograph of a young Somalian refugee
suffering from cholera and malnutrition was a clear winner in this
category. The panel was shocked and moved by this image which
illustrates the desperate plight of children caught up in attacks in and
around Mogadishu. ‘A hugely powerful image with immense news
value’ said one judge. ‘Bold, courageous photography that perfectly
captures the horror of the Somalian conflict, where gravediggers are
now running out of ground in which to bury the dead. A remarkable
and deeply distressing image.’

Highly Commended
London Evening Standard (Jeremy Selwyn) ‘Just wonderful…
a gloriously ‘off duty’ photograph, taken at just the right moment.
A refreshing change to the traditional sombre group shots.’

Commended
The Guardian (Tom Jenkins) ‘Captures the competitiveness, intensity
and anguish of the Paralympics in one great shot.’
The Irish News (Hugh Russell) ‘A great photograph to illustrate the
abuse that citizens suffer. The haunted look on the mother’s face stays
in your mind long after looking at the image.’
The Irish News (Cliff Donaldson) ‘Very emotive, capturing the
sense of history, sorrow and disbelief about the Titanic 100 years on.
Astonishing!’
South Wales Evening Post (Adrian White) ‘Anguish and relief
perfectly captured…tells the story without the need for words’.
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National Colour Supplement of the Year
The Precision Colour Printing Award

Of all the categories judged this year, this one definitely
packed the WOW factor. The submissions, in all their
glossy, full-colour glory, elicited only the highest praise
from the judging panel. The adjectives ‘beautiful,
stunning and magnificent’ were routinely used to describe
many of the strongest contenders as the judges examined
the titles for content, production and printing quality. A
wonderfully strong field of high end, highly sophisticated,
coffee-table quality publications. A joy to judge.
Winner: How to Spend It (Financial Times)
When describing the winner, the judges almost ran out of superlatives
‘Just stunning.’ ‘Exceptional quality’ and ‘Gorgeous’. How to Spend
It was uniformly described as ‘outstanding in every respect’ and
acknowledged as the ultimate, high-end glossy. Left speechless by its
quality, one judge’s remarks was reduced to ‘What can I say!’

Highly Commended
Ultra Travel (The Daily Telegraph) A very close second indeed!
’Beautiful in every way… an amazing magazine… fab! A real challenger
for top spot in the future.’

Commended
The New Review (The Independent on Sunday) ‘Really tasteful use of
mono images, this is a great magazine.’
Stella (The Sunday Telegraph) ‘Classy design – elegant.’
Style (The Sunday Times) ‘Compelling and full of interesting features.’
You Magazine (The Mail on Sunday) ‘Bright, cool, a quality
production. Highly engaging.’
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Regional Supplement/Magazine of the Year
The Precision Colour Printing Award

‘Glorious products are now coming through in this
category’, commented one of the judges. And, indeed
there were some very impressive submissions, presenting
the panel with a difficult, but highly enjoyable, judging
task. Due to the recent explosion in the launch of regional
supplements and magazines designed to complement
their flagship titles, a hugely diverse array of entries
was submitted – free and paid for, weekly and monthly,
covering a vast swathe of subject matter and content.
However, what most of them had in common was a
commitment to first-class, innovative design, compelling
content and superb production values.
Winner:
The Journal (Lincolnshire Media)
‘A beautiful supplement and a hugely impressive commercial
performance.’ Another clear winner with the judges who agreed that
this publication ticked all the boxes. ‘An outstanding entry for its
superb production values and sheer class’. ‘Very professional design
and a compelling read.’ The panel also acknowledged the publication’s
commercial success – ‘A lovely, well-produced magazine that’s free and
makes an impressive profit!’

Highly Commended
Cornwall Today (Cornwall & Devon Media/Local World) ‘From the
moment you pick this bumper package up, it feels like a quality produt.
It has really appealing content and knows its market well.’

Commended
The Canary (Archant Norfolk) ‘Delivers what it promises on the cover –
promotes football really well’
ES Magazine (London Evening Standard) ‘For design production value
alone, this stands out by a mile.’
Journal (Central Independent News & Media) ‘Definitely packs the
WOW factor. A luxury product.’
Style (Cambridge Newspapers/Local World) ‘An attractive package
with fantastic production values.’
Swansea Life (SWW Media) ‘Full of fun. Does what it says on the tin’.
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LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
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The PJ Award

John Bird began his long and notable career in the printing
industry on leaving school when he began work at the
bank notes and stamps printer Waterlow and Sons Ltd,
with premises in London, Watford and Dunstable in
Bedfordshire.
He soon moved into the newspaper industry, firstly
at age 21 as a casual and then two years years later as a
regular at the Daily Mail in ‘Fleet Street.’ In 1977 John
became one of the youngest, if not the youngest, FOC in
Fleet Street for SOGAT and served in this capacity for a
decade up to and including the move out of Fleet Street.
In the mid 1980s John moved to the Mirror Group as
production director for the company’s Watford, Stamford
Street, London and Oldham print plants where he also

headed negotiations relating to the move to the new print
site in Scotland. He returned to the Daily Mail after a
few years and became managing director of Harmsworth
Printing responsible for all Associated Newspapers inhouse and contract print operations and, for a period, was
also HR director at Associated Newspapers.
Following the amalgamation of all of DMGT’s print
operations in 2005, John’s responsibilities were extended
to include all print production for Northcliffe Newspapers
with a total workforce of over 2,000 and 11 print sites.
As managing director of all print production, John
has overseen the creation of the Didcot plant and most
recently the transfer from Surrey Quays to the group’s
new-build print centre in West Thurrock. He has been
pivotal in driving efficiencies across the entire operation
whilst at all times ensuring that the needs of his customers,
both internal and external, and in terms of quality, cost,
consistency and timeliness, have always been forefront in
his thinking.
John’s career has spanned over 50 years from shop
floor to the highest levels of management, through good
times and not so good. There are very few in our industry
who have not, in some way or another, been witness to
his massive contribution over the years. He is one of those
rare individuals who, away from the limelight, has used his
significant influence to help create a modern, professional
and technologically advanced printing operation, which will
be a blueprint for many years to come.
Some might say John has a competitive spirit but he
has also a compassionate one, which over the last 17 years
he has combined to great effect through the Harmsworth
Printing Charity Golf day – an event which has raised over
half a million pounds for the Demelza House Children’s
Hospice in Kent.
Kevin Beatty, CEO of dmg media who has worked with
John for over 20 years, says of him: “like many others in
the business I learned so much from him. I first met him
at the Daily Record & Sunday Mail in Scotland where he
was, along with Murdoch MacLennan, the key driving
force in replacing the printing facilities to a new greenfield
site at Cardonald in Glasgow. To be honest I was a bit
scared of him! He had a particular no nonsense style that
absolutely focused on getting the job done, on time, on
budget and you certainly did not want to get in his way!
Since then I have watched in admiration John’s leadership
of the massive transformation of our printing operation.
His experience, his dogged determination and more
importantly his curiosity and willingness to embrace new
thinking makes him one of the most stand-out leaders in
his field.”
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